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ABSTRACT
Natural terrain constantly challenges locomotor stability. Bipedal parasagittal
runners rely on proximo-distal control mechanisms and passive mechanical mechanisms
to rapidly adjust to changing environments. However, it is not known how sprawled
bipedal runners, like the basilisk lizard, adjust to unexpected perturbations. This study
examines how basilisks navigate visible drop perturbations to elucidate the control
strategies used to maintain stability. We ran four basilisk lizards along a 2.7 m long
trackway with an embedded 6-d.o.f. force plate. Control trials were recorded with the
force plate mounted flush to the track surface. We lowered the plate to 40% of the
lizards’ limb length, relative to the track surface, for perturbation trials. We hypothesized
that much like parasagittal runners, basilisks would rely on three distinct compensatory
mechanisms to convert the potential energy (PE) change from the drop into fore-aft and
vertical kinetic energy (KE) or to increase the total energy of the system (Ecom), as well
as a fourth potential mechanism converting PE into medio-lateral KE, as a result of their
sprawled limb posture. On average, lizards ran slower (T-ratio30=2.548, p = 0.0162) and
with a more vertical limb posture (T-ratio28=-6.119, p < 0.0001) during the drop
perturbation. As expected, vertical KE increased in drop surface trials. However, contrary
to our hypothesis, the drop perturbation appeared to have little detectable effect on foreaft and medio-lateral KE. Preliminarily, these results suggest that the sprawled limb
posture may afford increased robustness to perturbations such as a sudden drop in surface
height, facilitating kinematic compensations independent of significant kinetic changes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The complex, natural environment constantly challenges an animal’s locomotor
stability. In terrestrial locomotion, the terrain is rarely flat, and not all changes to the
landscape are immediately visible. These challenges make maintaining dynamic stability
an active process where the conservation of energy can be difficult. The obstacles that
the environment places on terrestrial animals vary just as much as the different
morphologies that are used to locomote. Most work that has been done examines the
movement of parasagittal organisms, those animals that locomote with an erect limb
posture. Despite varied morphologies, terrestrial animals use similar neuromuscular
controls to maintain stability. It is not known however if bipedally running lizards follow
the same movement patterns of their parasagittal counterparts, or how they compensate
for different obstacles in terrain.
Walking is categorized by an inverted- pendulum model of movement. This
scheme, used in low speed movement, describes the out of phase fluctuations of kinetic
(KE) and potential energy (PE). As the foot of the animal first hits the ground, kinetic
energy starts out high, and as the animal decelerates it reaches its minimum at midstance. It is at this point that the center of mass vaults over the leg and potential energy
reaches its maximum. Potential energy is converted to kinetic energy and the animal
propels itself forward as kinetic energy increases before reaching another maximum as
the foot leaves the ground. Kinematically, the walking gait has periods of double stance,
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or two feet on the ground at a given time (Blickhan & Full, 1987; Cavagna, Heglund, &
Taylor, 1977; Heglund, Cavagna, & Taylor, 1982).
Faster bouncing modes of locomotion, like running and hopping, can be described
through the spring mass model. This describes the body as a mass on a spring with a
certain stiffness k. As the animal makes ground contact, they begin to decelerate and the
spring compresses and stores energy. The spring reaches maximum compression at midstance. As the mass is propelled forward, the spring expands and releases its stored
energy to help move the body forward. Kinetically speaking, running is characterized as
the in-phase fluctuation of KE and PE energy. Meaning both energies reach their
minimums at mid-stance and their maximums at touchdown and toe off (Blickhan, 1989;
Blickhan & Full, 1987; Cavagna et al., 1977; Heglund et al., 1982). Unlike walking,
running does not have a period of double stance, but instead has an aerial phase, where no
feet are in contact with the ground.
Work has been done to expand the organisms whose movement can be described
using these two methods of movement. Most of the work until recently has been done on
animals that use parasagittal leg posture for locomotion. This posture describes animals
that have a more erect limb position. Sprawled animals, those who have a squatter limb
posture with their feet in positions that straddle their body, have not been studied as
thoroughly. We do know that when parasagittal animals run in a sprawled posture, they
face challenges of increased gear ratios, defined as the ratio between load arm and effort
arm, compared to running parasagittally which subjects them to increased muscle work
(McMahon, Valiant, & Frederick, 1987). However, it has been shown that sprawled
2

animals may be more stable with respect to pitch and roll and may be better at sudden
maneuvering (Aerts, Van Damme, D’Août, & Van Hooydonck, 2003).
The application of the inverted pendulum and spring mass models to sprawled
animals is somewhat of a new development. Due to the increased lateral trunk bending
as compared to their parasagittal counterparts, the application of these kinetic models
were potentially not enough to counteract the additional movement (Avery, Mueller,
Jones, Smith, & Bond, 1987). Work done on quadrupedal running lizards showed
however, that these locomotor patterns did indeed apply to these sprawled animals as
seen in more erect animals (Farley & Ko, 1997).
It is not known whether this same concept applies to lizards that are running
bipedally. It is possible that the adoption of a bipedal stance exacerbates that lateral
movement of the animal and inhibits spring mass dynamics while running. One of the
goals of this study was to examine the mechanics of such movement and to see the
validity of the application of the spring mass model to bipedally running lizards. In order
to do this, we used brown basilisks (insert species name), a force plate, and infrared
cameras to examine the kinetic and kinematic movements of the lizards while they ran on
a flat track.
While the spring mass model simplifies running and its energetically conservative
nature, it does not fully explain how animals navigate sudden changes to their
environment, neither kinematically nor kinetically. This model does describe variables,
which can be altered to maintain stability, such as leg stiffness, limb retraction rate, and
3

net energy production. This allows for simple alterations of movement that are not very
energetically costly.
The question more pertinent to this discussion is the abundance of sprawled
animals in the ecosystem, mostly concentrated in the reptilian family. These animals
locomote with their legs not directly underneath their center of mass, unlike their
parasagittal counterparts. Mechanically speaking, this should subject joints to higher
forces, as their gear ratios are larger. These high gear ratios can result in higher failure
rates for muscles and joints. These forces are compounded when a four-legged animal
adopts a bipedal stance, as the body weight is not split between two legs.
Due to the sprawled nature, these animals run with increased knee flexion. When
parasagittal runners adopt a sprawled stance, the vertical displacement of the center of
mass decreases, but at the cost of increased energy utilization as well as increased force
generation of the muscles in the leg (McMahon et al., 1987). Energy consumption
increases can be as high as 50% compared to steady state. This means that while shock
absorption in the joints may decrease, the cost of transport and strain on the muscles
dramatically increases with increasing knee flexion. In the end, what makes the use of
this stance an energetically efficient mode of transport for these animals when not
traveling in steady sate?
This study seeks to understand how sprawled animals navigate a sudden
perturbation. Terrain constantly challenges an animal’s stability during locomotion.
Studies on bipedal parasagittal runners show a reliance on proximo-distal control
4

mechanisms, as well as passive properties of the musculoskeletal system to rapidly adapt
to a changing environment (Daley, Felix, & Biewener, 2007; Daley, Usherwood, Felix, &
Biewener, 2006). Proximo-distal control mechanisms rely on Seyfarth and colleagues’
(2003) notion that the spring-mass model is stabilized through constant limb cycling and
limb retraction (Seyfarth, Geyer, Günther, & Blickhan, 2002; Seyfarth, Geyer, & Herr,
2003). This control is displayed through the movement at the hip, and despite changes to
the terrain remains relatively constant (Daley et al., 2006).
Control of foot placement and changes to the environment occur through viscoelastic control mechanisms in the joints of the foot and ankle. At foot contact, tendons of
muscles are stretched, which causes muscle contraction to oppose the force exerted on the
foot (Daley et al., 2006; Full & Koditschek, 1999; Jindrich & Full, 2002; Moritz, 2004;
Nichols & Houk, 1976; Pearson, 2000). When humans are exposed to sudden drop
perturbations, limb stiffness increases to aid with the sudden increase in potential energy
and places higher forces on joints due to less joint excursion (Müller, Ernst, & Blickhan,
2012; Müller, Tschiesche, & Blickhan, 2014; Voloshina & Ferris, 2015). With this
combination of adaptations, stability can be relatively assured for small changes in the
height of terrain.
To date, no studies have been done to establish how bipedal sprawled locomotors
navigate a sudden drop in terrain height. Very little is known about the general
stabilization of sprawled lizards when they navigate over flat terrain other than they have
increased mediolateral force generation relative to their parasagittal counter parts
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(McElroy, Wilson, Biknevicius, & Reilly, 2014). Very little has been done to examine
the stability of bipedal sprawled animals despite the popularity of this trait in nature.
This study will use Daley and colleagues’ (2006) experiment to test the ability of
the basiliscus vittatus, or the brown basilisk, a sprawled bipedal mover, and its ability to
navigate camouflaged and visible drops in terrain. We hypothesized the basilisk will
have four distinctive energy states for the conversion of the sudden change in potential
energy, unlike Daley and colleagues’ three (Daley et al., 2006), due to the increased role
of mediolateral forces in sprawled stabilization. The lizards will use a combination of a
proximal-distal level of control paired with feed forward and passive mechanisms. In this
way, the lizard will stabilize itself quickly using passive controls at the distal joints, and
will continue to power through the drop using constant limb cycling and feed forward
mechanisms.

6

Statement of Goals
The goal of this study is to determine the kinematic and kinetic patterns of
bipedally running basilisks and show how these runners navigate sudden drop
perturbations. The study will establish the relative contributions of mediolateral force
generation versus leg stiffness in maintaining stability.

Research Questions
The following questions are addressed in this study:
1. Will there be an increased role in mediolateral force production in sprawled
stabilization?
2. Does the spring loaded inverted pendulum model apply to Basilisk lizards?
3. Will distal joints change to ground contact angle in a load dependent manner?
4. Will limb cycling remain constant in a feed forward manner throughout the
perturbation?
5. Will Basilisk lizards have three distinct stabilization energy states (Daley et al.,
2006), or will there be a fourth energy state to include mediolateral force
production?
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review seeks to explain the concepts that govern how animals
locomote and how they remain stable over complex terrain. This paper will address
concepts of stability using kinematic and center of mass dynamic changes to compensate
for sudden perturbations while running.

Walk/ Run Kinematics
Researchers have sought to simplify and predict the movement of animals, and to
find a reliable way to distinguish the differences between gaits; despite the varying
morphologies that one sees in nature. To tease apart these differences, researchers
compared the different walking and running styles between bipedal and quadrupedal
animals, both large and small. All modes of legged locomotion have a period of stance,
when the foot is on the ground, and a period of swing when the leg moves forward.
Classically, a walking gait has been described as having a period of double stance, when
two or more feet are on the ground simultaneously. This results in a duty factor, the
period of time a foot is in contact with the ground for a given stance-swing cycle, that is
greater than 0.5 of the total stance swing cycle. A running or trotting gait can be
described as a movement with an aerial phase and a duty factor of less than 0.5. This
distinction has helped classify observed movements based on kinematics, alone (Cavagna
et al., 1977).
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While the kinematics of a movement can give researchers some information about
a gait, this does not give any information on the center of mass mechanics of a
movement. The alternation of stance and swing phases for each leg results in a rhythmic
compression and expansion of limb joints. With the synchrony of these two phases and
changes in limb compression, the body’s center of mass accelerates and rises, and falls
and decelerates. This causes the kinetic and potential energies of the center of mass to
also fluctuate to their maximum and minimum values. During the stance phase, the
center of mass is propelled forward by producing a posterior-directed force against the
ground (Heglund et al., 1982). This force applied to the ground is recorded using a force
plate. The sum total of external and internal work done by the muscles is the total work
done by the body in order to decelerate and reaccelerate the center of mass.

Conservation of Energy and Energetics
To move in the most energetically efficient manner, energy must be conserved in
the system to decrease the amount of expenditure by the animal. The body can either
convert potential energy to kinetic energy, or it can store elastic energy in muscle and
tendon, to use as kinetic energy later in the stride. Depending on the type of gait being
used, an animal can use one or both of these methods to increase efficiency of their
movement (Cavagna et al., 1977). As a result, the main mechanism for energy storage
during locomotion can be used to categorize the type of gait being used.
Through studying the differences between the movements of quadrupedal and
bipedal animals, Cavagna and colleagues (1977) classified these movements based on
9

their energy storage patterns. They noted that during walking gaits, the potential and
kinetic energies of the center of mass fluctuated out of phase (Cavagna et al., 1977;
Heglund et al., 1982, Farley and Ko, 1997). During the stance phase, the center of mass
vaults over the leg. This movement was likened to the oscillation of a pendulum, and
was called the inverted pendulum model of walking (Cavagna et al., 1977). Potential
energy starts low at the beginning of stance, and reaches it maximum at mid-stance
before it declines again till the foot leaves the force plate. Kinetic energy starts and ends
high with its lowest point at mid-stance. The conversion of potential energy to kinetic
energy at the second half of the stance phase helps to propel the animal forward. This
pattern creates an optimal speed with which there is the highest percent recovery while
walking, usually greater than 50%. This keeps the contribution from the muscles to
maintain momentum low, thus resulting in lower energy demands for the movement.
Unlike walking, potential and kinetic energies fluctuate in-phase while running.
This means that there is no conversion from one type of energy to the other. As the leg
swings through a stride, the center of mass reaches its peak potential energy while the
stride is in aerial phase. As the toe touches the ground, potential energy decreases
simultaneously as kinetic energy decreases (Cavagna et al., 1977; Heglund et al., 1982).
Both values reach zero while the stride is in mid-stance. The movement of a running
body can be described simply as the spring-mass model (Cavagna et al., 1977).
Efficiency calculations preformed on running animals showed that many species
actually become more efficient runners as their speeds increase (Cavagna et al., 1977). It
was shown that the stretching of tendon, as it became loaded early in the stance phase,
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resulted in a spring like mechanism that helped to propel the animal forward at toe-off.
The storage of energy is essential with increases in speed, as the total power to lift and
reaccelerate the center of mass after mid-stance metabolic demands increase with
increasing speed. Due to this increasing demand, the storage of energy in muscle and
tendon is needed to make running at higher speeds more efficient for prolonged use of
these speeds (Heglund et al., 1982).

Theoretical Stabilization Techniques
Angle of Attack and Limb Retraction
The inverted pendulum and spring mass models offer different malleable
parameters which can independently effect the stability of a walking or moving body.
The parameters of angle of attack, leg stiffness, and limb retraction have been identified
as key variables in the stability of the spring-mass model. Computer models paired with
human running data have accurately predicted the stability of the spring-mass model
based on leg stiffness and angle of attack of the foot against the ground.
Seyfarth and colleagues (2002) confirmed that when leg stiffness and angle of
attack were kept constant for a stance-swing phase, there was a minimum speed in which
steady state running could be achieved. When horizontal velocity was increased, steadystate running could be achieved using a wider range of leg stiffness and angles of attack
(Seyfarth et al., 2002). However, as the running velocities increased, either leg stiffness
or angle of attack needed to remain constant while the other could fluctuate. This meant
that if angle of attack was kept constant then there needed to be an increase in leg
11

stiffness with increasing velocity; or, if leg stiffness was kept constant, then the angle of
attack needed to become more horizontal. The manipulation of these variables allow for
the spring-mass model, with increasing velocities, to have a wide range of angels of
attack and leg stiffness that would accommodate steady-state running, and allows this
model to be stable under a variety of different contact situations (Seyfarth et al., 2002).
Seyfarth’s (2003) model also explored leg retraction and its potential contribution
to stability.

Introduction of swing-leg retraction, before the leg hit the ground,

potentially would increase stability while running. His previous version of the model did
not include this trait, but it was expected to increase the conservative nature of the model.
He suggested that with swing-leg retraction, the angle of attack adjusts with every step,
until it reaches its optimal steady state angle regardless of the initial angle set. With each
step, the vertical displacement of the center of mass decreased until it reached its steady
state height. When swing-leg retraction speed was increased, a larger range of retraction
angles produced stable motion. Additionally, retraction allowed for a larger range of leg
stiffness than the model that neglected this characteristic (Seyfarth et al., 2003). The
ideal application of this would mean that no additional energy would be needed to
stabilize the system if the leg started off at an undesirable angle that was within the range
of stability. However, practical running does not exactly follow the spring-mass system,
but this phenomenon still contributes noticeably to running stability.

Leg Stiffness
Leg stiffness can be calculated using Hooke’s law when spring displacement and
force applied to the spring is known. Leg stiffness increases with increasing velocity
12

while running (Full & Koditschek, 1999; McMahon & Greene, 1979). Stride frequency,
however seems to be an intrinsic factor of running that changes only slightly with
increasing velocity (Kerdok et al. 2002; McMahon, Valiant, and Frederick 1987). When
stride frequencies increased, the vertical displacement of the center of mass and the
ground contact time decrease. This means that the leg-spring stiffness must have
increased to dampen the movement of the center of mass (Farley & González, 1996). As
a consequence of this change, vertical ground reaction force generation at higher
frequencies decreased (Farley & González, 1996). This change simplifies movement
rapidly, but at the consequence of increased internal work with increasing knee flexion
and therefore increased energy demands (McMahon et al., 1987).
When human participants were unexpectedly exposed to surfaces of difference
stiffness, a similar adaptation occurred (Moritz, 2004; Moritz & Farley, 2003; Moritz,
Greene, & Farley, 2004). Hopping participants subjected to random changes in surface
compliance, undergo changes in flexion at the ankle and knee within a second of a
surprise surface (Moritz & Farley, 2003). When subjected to a hard surface randomly
dispersed within a series of hops on a soft surface, the joints increase flexion to decrease
leg stiffness. The opposite was seen for randomly dispersed soft surfaces. In order to
conserve energy throughout the different surfaces, legs will store energy while on harder
surfaces, while they produced power on damped surfaces in order to make up for energy
lost within the surface (Moritz et al., 2004).

Sprawled Runners
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While these strategies can be applied to all types of legged locomotors, this does
not fully explain the success we see in the variety of morphologies in the natural world.
Multi-legged animals not only have increased stability through increased ground contact
time between all of their legs, there is an additional decrease in the ground reaction force
per leg, as body weight is distributed amongst the legs in contact with the ground
(Cavagna et al., 1977).
Studies with lizards have found that their movement can be summarized by the
same two inverted pendulum and spring mass models (Aerts et al., 2003; Chen, Peattie,
Autumn, & Full, 2006; Farley & Ko, 1997; McElroy et al., 2014). However, due to the
lateral position of the legs, medio-lateral force production plays a larger role in sprawled
locomotion, unlike in parasagittal movement where it is largely ignored as it is a small
percentage of total force production. The overall mass-specific mechanical work done by
sprawled lizards matches those of parasagittal runners (Farley & Ko, 1997). Sprawled
runners’ low center of mass helps to passively stabilize them to changes in pitch, whereas
lateral force production helps to combat the effects of roll during a misstep. Wide set
legs also facilitate rapid turning through differential leg function by simultaneously
producing forces perpendicular and parallel to a desired heading (Chen et al., 2006). This
allows force generation to efficiently and quickly change direction in a way unseen in
upright postures.
Bipedal running in lizards may allow them to have better maneuvering
capabilities than their quadrupedal counterparts, as they may be able to take larger strides
while escaping without having to coordinate four legs (Aerts et al., 2003). Additionally,
14

this posture change further exaggerates the differential leg function found in many
sprawled and parasagittal runners alike. Hind-limb function has been found to provide
the propulsion for locomotion, while the forelimb produces much of the stability and
breaking control (Lee, McGuigan, Yoo, & Biewener, 2007; Lee, 2011; McElroy et al.,
2014).

Preflexes
Whether a runner is bipedal, quadrupedal, upright or sprawled, there are intrinsic
qualities of stabilization that contribute to the successful navigation of perturbations.
Central pattern generation allows for rhythmic motor activity at the level of the spinal
cord that can help set the cadence and coordination of a movement without signaling
from the brain. These systems rely on feedback from proprioceptors in muscle, tendon,
skin, joints and ligaments to alter patterns with the onset of new information. These
neural responses are rapid and can completely alter the rhythm established by central
pattern generators (Pearson, 2000).
Perhaps even more interesting than neural feedback is the idea that there can be
changes in locomotor behavior separate from the brain and spinal cord through the
intrinsic visco-elastic properties of muscle and tendon, called preflexes. Preflexes are the
result of the loading of muscle and tendon during stretch (Pearson, 2000). As a force is
applied to a joint, it may begin to flex suddenly, causing extensor muscle tendons to
stretch and generate force. This causes a compensatory effect where the extensor muscle
generates force and extends the joint in response to the force. This is used consistently
15

throughout locomotion and occurs within milliseconds and precedes reflexes. Preflexes
are critical for enabling instantaneous responses to changes in terrain during rapid
locomotion. Ground contact time decreases with increasing velocity, so preflexes’ rapid
response may help increase stability at the onset of ground contact before more active
mechanisms of stability have the time to activate (Moritz & Farley, 2003).
These mechanisms are seen in hopping and meeting an unexpected surface
tension in human (Moritz & Farley, 2003; Moritz et al., 2004), in decerebrate cats
(Nichols & Houk, 1976), and with cockroaches subjected to rapid later perturbations
using a cannon (Jindrich & Full, 2002). In all these studies, joint angles began to change
and compensate, before muscle changes by electromyography (EMG) were measured,
consistent with the near instantaneous nature of preflexes (Brown & Loeb, 2000).

Integration of Control Strategies
The integration between central pattern generators and passive control
mechanisms, like preflexes, has been used to describe locomotion over a sudden drop in
parasagittal bipedal runners like humans and birds (Daley et al., 2007, 2006, Müller et al.,
2012, 2014; Voloshina & Ferris, 2015). Daley and colleagues (2006) subjected guinea
fowl to visible and camouflaged drops of 40% of their total leg length. They found that
while the birds were unable to navigate the drop using perfect spring-mass running, they
were able to maintain stability with very few falls. In fact, the birds fell or tripped fewer
times when the drop was unexpected, as compared to when they could see and anticipate
a surface drop. Since the birds were unable to fully convert the potential energy, the
16

responses to the drop were categorized by whether the majority of the potential energy
was converted to horizontal kinetic energy, vertical kinetic energy, or absorbed through
muscular work (Daley et al., 2006). The successful conversion of potential energy to
horizontal kinetic energy allows for the animal to conserve energy and navigate the drop
with the least amount of extra muscular work.
The three phases can be distinguished with the magnitude of the ground reaction
force vector and its angle with respect to the horizontal. The conversion to horizontal
kinetic energy and therefore horizontal velocity is categorized by a lower ground reaction
force vector and an angle greater than 90°. The conversion through muscular work is
categorized by a similar impulse to the horizontal kinetic energy state, and the angle is
less than 90°. In the vertical kinetic energy state, the impulse is very low and the birds
center of mass simply drops (Daley et al., 2006). These changes are the result of the
angle with which the bird’s foot hits the ground.
The animals do not exhibit anticipatory responses after experiencing a
camouflaged drop like humans do; so many trials could be conducted. The proximodistal levels of control allow for the bird to be able to maintain stability over the
perturbation. Feedforward control of the hip joint allows for constant cycling of the leg
throughout the drop. This feedforward control is based on neuronal control of locomotor
patterns generated at the level of the spinal cord. This sets a central pattern of rhythmic
limb cycling that can be altered from sensory information (Nichols & Houk, 1976;
Pearson, 2000). The cycling of the limbs causes the animal to contact the ground at a later
stage of the cycle, resulting in a more upright touchdown angle. This along with constant
17

limb stiffness allows for the limb to contact the ground with a stable angle and the bird
can continue to move through the perturbation without injury or any trips or falls. Birds
and reptiles share the same lineage, so while they may be parasagittal, the control
mechanisms for stability may be conserved.
Visible drops actually caused the animal to refuse to run through the drop, or
caused them to trip as they slow to meet the perturbation which did not happen during the
camouflaged condition. Sensory information gathered and processed by the brain caused
the birds to have a deficit in effective compensation for the same perturbation they
successfully navigated when they could not see it (Daley et al., 2006). Depending on the
amount of retraction, the distal portion of the toe will either act as a damper and produce
energy or a spring and absorb energy. Neuronally, this means that the brain does not
have to take an active role in controlling the distal joints of the limbs. This allows
passive preflexes to make most of the adaptations to the contact angle.
Learning in humans puts an interesting constraint on reproducing these types of
drop trials. Once the human navigates one sudden drop trial, the subsequent trials they
display different EMG activation patterns than before they experienced the drop. This is
the same when the ground ends up being flat, or if there is a drop experienced (Müller et
al., 2012, 2014). Previous studies used sudden drops as well, but for safety reasons also
use a harness on the participants, which can restrict movements, and can thereby skew the
results (Van Dieen, Spanjaard, Konemann, Bron, & Pijnappels, 2007). The human
studies used a considerably smaller drop height relative to leg length than the guinea fowl
drops (Daley et al., 2006; Müller et al., 2012).
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In the human trials, proximo-distal levels of controls were shown, but there was
one variable change that was not seen in Daley’s papers, that seems to be unique to
human stability. In the human trials there was a decrease in leg stiffness in order to limit
the ground reaction forces exerted on the ground (Müller et al., 2012). This increases
muscle recruitment and energy expenditure due to the increased flexion in the knee and
reduced joint load (McMahon et al., 1987). Few other animals adapt to changes in terrain
through flexion the way that humans do, both parasagittal and sprawled. The validity of
these trials is not as sound as in Daley’s, as the control trials were consistent throughout
visible flat and camouflaged flat trials. In the human trials the data is skewed as the
participants were anticipating the drop once exposed to it, so their visible flat and
camouflaged flat trials do not have the same results.
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CHAPTER 3
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Fivesub-adult brown basilisk lizards (Basiliscus vittatus; SVL: 9.66 ±0.81 cm,
mass: 26.2 ± 7.60 g) were purchased from a reptile wholesale supplier (Underground
Reptiles) and housed individually or in pairs in 144L mesh cages (Reptarium Enclosure,
Apogee, Dallas, TX). Lizards were fed three times weekly with a diet of cockroaches
(Blaptica dubia) or crickets dusted with vitamin (Supervite, Repashy Ventures,
Oceanside, CA) and calcium (ReptiCalcium, Zoo Med Laboratories, Inc., San Luis
Obispo, CA) supplement. Rooms were maintained on a 12:12 hour light:dark cycle at 2831 °C. Water was provided in bowls ad libitum and lizards were also misted daily. All
experiments were performed in accordance with protocols approved by Temple
University’s Animal Care and Use Committee ACUP #4545.

Experimental Set-Up
Kinetic and kinematic data were collected as lizards ran down a 4.8 m long
trackway covered with 150 grit sand paper to provide traction and prevent slipping. A
custom, six degrees of freedom force transducer (ATI Mini-40, ATI Industrial
Automation, Apex, NC) was integrated into a custom-built force platform and embedded
in the middle of the trackway, recording ground reaction forces (GRF) at 5000 Hz and
synchronized with high-speed video. Axes of the force plate were oriented according to
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the right hand rule, with positive-X pointing parallel to, and in line with, the running
direction (Fig. 1).
Kinematic data were collected using six synchronized infrared cameras (RaptorE; Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA) filming at 500 frames per second.
Lizards were marked with reflective markers along 41 points on the body (Fig. 2). The
points were tracked and reconstructed in three-dimensional space using Cortex (v
2.5.0.1160). The marked points were placed on joints, but we were unable to place them
directly at joint centers, due to limited marker visibility. Models were created for each
lizard to facilitate data processing and interpolation of missing data using the
interpolation tools within Cortex. Additional analyses were completed using custom
MATLAB code (R2016a, Mathworks, Natick, MA).
Only those trials in which the lizard ran bipedally through the filming volume
without touching the walls, and impacted the force plate with the entire foot were
accepted for analysis. In total, this analysis includes 32 trials, for which running speed
varied less than 10% (Table 1).
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+Z

+Y

Custom
6 D.O.F. force
plate (ATI
Mini-40)
+X

Track length: 4.8m

FIGURE 1: TRACKWAY SETUP AND COORDINATE AXIS
Lizards ran down a 4.8 m long trackway surrounded by six infrared high speed cameras around
the perimeter of the track. calibration of the force plate and the coordinate axis follow the
right-hand rule where positive X downstream and to the right.

FIGURE 2: MARKING SCHEME FOR REFLECTIVE POINTS
Reflective points move from anterior to posterior and superior to inferior. Three points on the head
create the head segment. Three points down the midline define the axis of the back. The upper back
segment is defined by the anterior back marker and middle back marker with two offsets on either
side. The lower back segment follows the same pattern, with the middle back marker and the
posterior back marker with two offset markers. Three points per forelimb mark the shoulder, elbow
and wrist joints. The upper leg segment per leg is defined by the hip marker, the knee marker and
two offset markers. The lower leg segment per leg is defined by the knee marker, the ankle marker,
and two offset markers. The foot is defined by the ankle marker, a marker at the base of the fourth
toe, and a marker at the tip of the fourth toe. Five markers were evenly spaced along the tail from the
base of the hip to the tip of the tail.
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TABLE 1

Basilisk Name

Weight (g)

SVL (mm)

Level Trials

Drop Trials

Bas09

39

105

1

5

Bas10

35.9

105

6

4

Bas26

24.1

91

5

3

Bas27

27.2

100

4

0

Bas31

17.5

89

4

0

Kinematics
We calculated four variables to characterize the stride: mean running speed, mean
stride length, mean stride frequency, and mean duty factor. Running speed was calculated
as the derivative of the position of the mid-body point relative to time. Mean stride length
was calculated as the total three-dimensional distance traversed from the first to the final
foot down of a single foot, calculated from the point at the ankle, divided by the number
of strides.
The footfall pattern of each trial was determined by visual examination of then the
toe point made initial contact with the ground (foot down) to when the toe came off the
ground (foot off). Mean stride frequency was calculated by dividing the number of
footfalls in a trial by the amount of time from the first foot down to the final footfall by
the same foot. Duty factor was calculated as the ratio of the duration of time the foot was
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in stance phase to the duration of the stride; then, a single mean value was calculated for
each trial.
To characterize limb position, we also visualized the limb trajectories in the
horizontal (XY) and vertical (XZ) planes. We additionally calculated limb touchdown
angle, which consisted of the angle formed by a line extending from the hip marker to the
tip of the toe marker, relative to the horizontal, upon initial toe contact with the ground
for each leg. We specifically quantified the touchdown angle in the lateral (XZ) and
sagittal (YZ) planes.

Kinetics
Force plate data were filtered using a fourth order, 60 Hz low-pass Butterworth
filter. For each trial, we extracted peak minimum and maximum forces, and force
impulses. Force impulses in the fore-aft (jfa), medio-lateral (jml), and vertical (jv)
directions were calculated by numerical integration of the GRF components over the time
period of foot contact. Force impulse vector magnitudes and angles in the lateral (XY)
and sagittal (YZ) planes were calculated according to Daley et al. (2006).
Kinetic and gravitational potential energies of the center of mass (CM) were
calculated from force data (Cavagna, 1985; Cavanagh and Lafortune, 1980; Farley and
Ko, 1997). Mass-specific force was integrated once with respect to time to obtain
instantaneous CM velocity (u), and integrated twice to obtain instantaneous CM position
(s). Initial conditions for velocity were calculated according to the path-matching
technique presented by Daley et al. (2006). Potential energy (EP) was calculated as
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𝐸𝑃 = 𝑚𝑔𝑠𝑦
for which m is the lizard’s mass, g is the acceleration of gravity, and sv is the vertical
position of the CM. Kinetic energy (EK) was calculated as
KE=1/2 m (uf 2+ um 2+ uv 2),
for which uf, um, and uv refer to the fore-aft, medio-lateral, and vertical components of
velocity. The total energy (Etot) was calculated as
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐾𝐸 + 𝑃𝐸

Statistical Analysis
Analyses included ANOVAs blocked by individual as a random effect. Post-hoc
pairwise tests will be conducted with a Tukey honest significant difference (HSD) test.
All tests were performed in JMP Pro 11 software (SAS, Cary, NC, USA). Unless
otherwise stated, all means are presented as means±s.e.m.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Flat Ground
In the flat ground trials, the four lizards ran with velocities ranging from 1450
mm/s to 2570 mm/s of with a mean of 1950 ± 61.1 mm/s. Their mean stride frequency
was 5.06 ± 0.220 Hz. Mean duty factor was 0.372 ± 0.010. The average stride length
between the two legs was 390 ± 9.10 mm.
In order to calculate the phasing of these fluctuations, total kinetic energy and
potential energy were compared through Fournier transforms. Trials that were exactly in
phase had a phase of 0⁰ and completely out of phase were -180⁰ or 180⁰. The mean for
phasing was 19.6 ± 5.30⁰ showing that the lizards generally ran in phase, but they ran
over a wide range of phasing values from 2.92⁰ to 58.1⁰ (Fig. 3).

FIGURE 3: PHASING OF POTENTIAL AND TOTAL KINETIC ENERGY IN DEGREES FOR LEVEL
TRIALS

The phasing data shows how in-phase the KE and PE fluctuations were per trial.
Relatively in-phase trials, phasing < 20⁰, fits well within the SLIP model of running.
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Kinematics of the Stride
A lateral view of trajectories of distal joints plotted relative to a fixed hip joint
showed the joints orbiting around the hip in elliptical patterns from stride to stride.
During stance, knee, ankle and base of the fourth toe appear to be approximately linear
and along similar z positions as the hip. During swing the toe, base of the fourth toe,
ankle and knee all rise above the hip as they cycle forward. The severity of mediolateral
movement is dependent on the subject, however. In a lateral view, all lizards showed
curved patterns in which all distal joints moved medially as they reached their maximum
horizontal distances from the hip during the stance phase (Fig. 4).

FIGURE 4: Limb Trajectories Over The Course Of A Trial
A) Dorsal view of limb trajectory throughout the trial. B)
Lateral view of limb trajectory over throughout the trial. Dotted
lines denote overall trajectory and solid line denotes portion of
trial in contact with the force plate.
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Perturbed Trials:
When the lizards navigated the drop perturbation they decreased their velocity
from 1951± 61.1 mm/s to 1700 ± 79.0 mm/s (T-ratio30=2.54, p = 0.0162) . Their other
timing characteristics of average stride length (T-ratio30=0.942, p = 0.354), average stride
frequency (T-ratio30=1.68, p = 0.104), and duty factor (T-ratio29=0.824, p = 0.417) did
not change significantly (Fig. 5). The max force generated in the z or vertical plane
increased from 0.607± 0.0546 to 0.946 ± 0.0705 N (T-ratio30=-3.81, p = 0.0006). Limb
length at ground contact increased from 0.0523 ±0.00129 mm to 0.0596 ± 0.0162 mm (Tratio29= -3.51, p = 0.0015). Neither the stiffness of the leg (kleg) (T-ratio27=0.924, p =
0.364) nor kvert (T-ratio27= -0.054, p=0.957) significantly differed between the two
treatments.
When examining stride to stride kinematics, the stride that landed inside the drop
was termed stride in, the stride that brought the foot out of the drop, was termed stride
out, and the stride that did not go into the drop was termed stride opposite (Fig. 6-D).
Between the two treatments, stride in (T-ratio28=-1.53, p = 0.138) (Fig. 6-A) and stride
out (T-ratio21=1.50, p = 0.150) (Fig. 6-B) did not significantly change, but the stride
opposite (Fig. 6-C) decreased in the drop condition from 3.93 ± 0.113 body lengths (Bl)
to 3.53 ± 0.144 Bl (T-ratio28=2.97, p = 0.006) (Fig. 6).
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B
*
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D

FIGURE 5: Comparison Of Kinematic Parameters Between Level And Drop
Conditions.
A) Comparison of total velocity between level and drop conditions. When the lizards
encountered the drop condition, they significantly slowed. B) Comparison of average
stride length between conditions. C) Comparison of mean duty factor between
conditions. D) Comparison of stride frequency between conditions. B-D did not
differ significantly between the two conditions.
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*

Figure 6: Comparison Of Individual Stride Lengths During The Trial
A) Comparison of the stride in (as illustrated in figure7) between conditions. B)
Comparison of the stride out between conditions. C) Comparison of the stride
opposite to the leg that entered the drop. This was the only stride length variable to
differ significantly between level and drop conditions.

D

FIGURE 7: Schematic of Strides
Strides (Blue = Stride In, Green = Stride Opposite, And Red = Stride Out).
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The lizards also showed increased body pitch and touchdown angle, relative to the
horizontal, assuming a more upright posture (Fig. 7). The combined x,y,z touchdown
angle increased from 22.3 ± 1.78 degrees to 41.4 ±2.35 degrees (T-ratio28=-6.12, p
<0.0001), and the pitch of the lower back changed from 62.7 ± 2.04 degrees to 71.3 ±
2.64 degrees (T-ratio30=-2.58, p = 0.0152).
A

B

*
*

*

*

FIGURE 8: Touch Down Angle And Body Pitch Compared To Treatment.
A) The touchdown angle relative to the horizontal in the XZ and YZ planes
which differed significantly between the conditions. B) The angle of the
lower back at touchdown on the force plate, which differed significantly
between conditions.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
This study sought to examine flat ground running of brown basilisks and report
compensatory changes in kinematics and kinetics when the animals traversed a sudden
drop in terrain. While running on flat terrain, the animals showed in-phase fluctuations
of KEtot and PE which shows that the basilisk lizard does seem to follow the springloaded inverted pendulum model of running as it has previously been described (Aerts et
al., 2003; Cavagna et al., 1977; Chen et al., 2006; Farley & Ko, 1997; Heglund et al.,
1982; McElroy et al., 2014). However, the range of phasing values for which they do run
suggests that there is a larger margin for stability that the lizards locomote with
comfortably.
When comparing the two conditions, one would expect to see compensatory
changes that occur due to visual stimuli as well as from intrinsic properties of muscle and
tendon, or preflexes. The lack of changes in timing characteristics suggest that the lizards
are mainly relying on a feed-forward mechanism of control through constant limb
cycling. Studies performed using humans showed compensations not only in ground
reaction force, but also in leg length, leg compression and angle of attack (Müller et al.,
2012). This study does see some of the same kinematic and force changes as studies in
humans, as peak force and angle of attack increased, but we did not see similar changes
in leg length or leg compression. There are also additional changes given from the neural
system in which the length of stride opposite shortens in comparison to the level
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condition. This shows that the nervous system is changing the compensatory
mechanisms stride to stride to deal with the perturbation.
The different compensatory mechanisms shown do seem to follow a similar
patterns to what has been seen in parasagittally running birds (Daley et al., 2007, 2006).
The three compensatory mechanisms described, Ecom, KEx, and KEz can also be seen
through a visual comparison of KE, PE, and Etot. Most simply, these mechanisms all
have decreasing PE as the animals’ center of a mass is falling as it runs into the drop.
The Ecom mode (Fig. 9-2) has the majority of its conversion of PE into Etot, from the
energy being absorbed through negative muscular work. The KEx mode results in
increasing KEx and sometimes increasing Etot as the changing potential energy is being
converted to an increase in forward velocity (Fig. 9-1). The KEz mode results in
increasing KEz as the center of mass falls and PE is converted to downward velocity (Fig.
9-3).
The lizards also showed adaptive mechanisms that were not previously described
by Daley. In one case, the lizard was able to keep the position of its center of mass
consistent with that normally seen in the SLIP model and showed in-phase fluctuations of
the PE and KE (Fig. 10). This compensation seems to be analogous to a hurtler as they
run. Their center of mass height seems to stay relatively constant as they navigate over
the obstacle. Here, instead of lifting their leg up and over an obstacle, they may increase
their leg length and stiffen their leg. Although leg stiffness does not change in level trials
compared to drop, additional work is needed to see how this trial differentiates itself from
the other drop trials.
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Additionally, there appears to be two trials where unlike the previously described
compensations, the PE increases throughout the stride. Figure 11A shows a stride that
looks remarkably like the Ecom trials previously mentioned with the exception of the
increased PE. Figure 11B shows a trial where the center of mass height increases as well
as the Etot . While figure 11A may be an extreme example of the absorption of energy
through negative muscular work, the increased Etot in figure 11B suggests that the lizard
is compensating through the drop using positive muscular work and increased horizontal
velocity. In essence, the lizard is using its muscles to power through the drop and make it
through to the other side without using passive mechanisms.
This examination of the different compensatory mechanisms lays the groundwork
for further analysis of feedforward versus feedback compensatory mechanisms. To date,
it is unclear whether the animals are neuronally shortening their stride or whether they are
hitting the trackway at a stage earlier in their cycle, just as they seem to have a more
upright touchdown angle when they make contact with the drop. In order to get at this
debate more fully, we plan on comparing where these touchdown angles fall within the
normal range of leg movement during level conditions. Initial examinations show that
there is consistency between conditions in overall trajectory for the XZ plane (figure 12),
however there seems to be more variation in the YZ plane (figure 13). By comparing
these touchdown angles to their calculated leg lengths, we should be able to determine
whether or not this is a truly feedforward or feedback mechanism.
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1A

3A

1B

2A

2B

3B

(Daley et al., 2006)
FIGURE 9: Compensatory Mechanisms In Guinea Fowl And Basilisk Lizards.
1) The KEx compensatory mechanism characterized by the increase in KE in the horizontal
direction in birds (a) and lizards (b). 2) Ecom mode characterized by a drop in the total
energy, Etot . 3) The KEz compensatory mechanism characterized by the increase in KE in
the vertical direction in birds (a) and lizards (b).
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A

B

Figure 10: A) Guinea Fowl Control Trial B) Basilisk SlipLike Drop Trial

A

B

Figure 11: Unconventional Drop Trials. A) Extreme Ecom
Trial. B) Positive Muscular Work Trial
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Figure 12: Trajectory Of The XZ Limb Angle Throughout A Stride.
The XZ angle of the leg as it moves throughout a stride from foot down to foot down. Black
lines are level condition and red lines are drop condition. Stars of each respective color
represent when the foot hit the ground after hitting the force plate.

Figure 13: Trajectory Of The YZ Limb Angle Throughout A Stride.
The YZ angle of the leg as it moves throughout a stride from foot down to foot down. Black
lines are level condition and red lines are drop condition. Stars of each respective color
represent when the foot hit the ground after hitting the force plate.
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FUTURE AIMS
While much effort went into understanding what was happening in the fore-aft
and vertical planes, more examination is needed to understand the patterns that occur in
the medio-lateral direction. Sprawled animals generate more medio-lateral force
production than their parasagittal counterparts, but how this relates to stability is
relatively unknown. Up until this publication, medio-lateral force generation has not
shown a large role in stabilization over drops. There is not a consistent fluctuation
pattern and for the most part changes very little compared to the kinetic energies in the
for-aft and vertical planes. These minor fluctuations in KEy suggest that their
contribution to stability may not play as large of a role as previously thought and requires
more examination in the future.
Another avenue to explore would be to remove the visual que of the drop using a
trap door or some other method of concealment. This study showed that there is an
active kinematic compensation to overcome the drop by shortening the stride of the foot
that traverses the drop (opposite). By exposing the lizards to camouflaged drops in
terrain, we could see how strongly the lizards rely on visual ques to adapt and
compensate for the drop. Previous work done in parasagittal runners show that
camouflaged drops in terrain showed a greater reliance on the three compensatory
mechanisms described, and showed a greater deviation from the spring-mass like
adaptations when the drop was visible. As the lizards already showed all three
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mechanisms over visible drops it would be interesting to see if one of the compensatory
mechanisms became a more dominant tactic when visual ques are removed.
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TABLE 2: ALL COMPARISON STATISTICS
Variable
Utot (mm/s)

Condition
Control
Drop

Mean Duty
Factor

Control
Drop

Stride
Frequency
(Hz)

Control

Stride length
(l) mm

Control

Drop

Drop
Stride length
(R) mm

Control
Drop

Average Toe
Stride length
(mm)

Max Fx (N)

Control
Drop
Control
Drop

Max Fy (N)

Control
Drop

Force Impulse
Z
(Ns)

Control

Force Impulse
X
(Ns)

Control

Drop

Drop

Mean stde
1950.85 +/61.1
1696.59 +/78.933
0.374259+/0.00805
0.363124 +/0.1085
5.02009 +/0.20941
4.44702 +/0.27034
385.814 +/9.880
362.939 +/12.639
389.195 +/19.600
366.226 +38.207
392.520 +/8.520
379.418 +/10.999
0.156880 +/0.01802
0.129510 +/0.02327
0.238057 +/0.03125
0.292392 +/0.04034
(-)0.292392
+/- 0.04034
(-)0.03229
+/- 0.00305
(-)0.00130
+/- 0.00066
(-)0.00280
+/- 0.00085

Number
20

T
ratio

DF

P
Value

2.55

30

0.0162

12
20

Sig

*
0.824

29

0.4165

1.68

30

0.1042

1.43

27

0.165

0.535

22

0.598

0.942

30

0.354

0.930

30

0.260

-1.06

30

0.295

2.16

30

0.0387

11
20
12
18
11
19
5
20
12
20
12
20
12
20
12
20

*
1.40

30

0.172

12
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TABLE 2, CONTINUED

Force Impulse
Y
(Ns)

Control

Drop
TD angle XZ
(⁰)

Control
Drop

TD Angle Yz
(⁰)

Control
Drop

TD Angle
Total (⁰)

Control
Drop

Total Force
Impulse (Ns)

Control
Drop

XZ Ang imp
(⁰)

Control
Drop

Yz Ang imp(⁰)

Control
Drop

Stride Length
(toe L) (mm)

Control
Drop

Stride Length
(toe R) (mm)

Control
Drop

COM stride
Length (mm)

Control
Drop

(-)0.00267
+/- 0.00224
()0.00205+/0.00289
24.9225+/1.9871
46.1506+/2.6116
50.4756+/2.7067
61.5963+/3.5573
23.3333+/1.7843
41.3647+/2.3451
0.025956+/0.00241
0.034080+/0.00312
(-)83.354+/2.0187
(-)83.558+/2.6061
(-)69.540+/2.0181
(-)75.547+/2.6053
384.327+/9.065
373.899+/11.702
400.712+/9.784
371.264+/15.470
387.423+/9.656
339.408+/14.030

20
-0.168

30

0.868

-6.47

28

<0.0001

12
19
11
19

*
-2.49

28

0.0191

11
19

*
-6.12

28

<0.0007

11
20

*
-2.06

30

0.0481

12
20

*
0.0617

30

0.951

1.85

30

0.0741

0.704

30

0.487

1.61

26

0.120

2.82

26

0.00091

12
20
12
20
12
20
8
19
9

*
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TABLE 2, CONTINUED

Control
Kleg

Drop
K Virt

Control
Drop

Std len Oppos
(mm)

Control
Drop

Std len In
(mm)

Control
Drop

Std len out
(mm)

Control
Drop

Delt Kex (N)

Control
Drop

Delt Key
(N)

Control
Drop

Delt Kez
(N)

Control

Drop
Delt KEtot (N)

Control
Drop
Control

Delt PE (N)

Drop

(-)3.75e-5+/6.55e-5
()0.00014+/8.38e-5
0.000143+/0.00002
0.000145+/2.5e-5
407.640+/11.952
359.018+/16.903
366.946+/10.386
394.401+/14.688
402.333+/16.087
355.221+/27.078
0.000439+/0.00029
0.001301+/0.00038
()0.00006+/2.89e-5
8.434e-5+/3.73e-5
0.00056+/0.00021
()0.00087+/0.00027
0.000434+/0.00039
0.000511+/0.00051
0.00014+/0.00016
()0.00008+/0.00020

18
0.924

27

0.364

-0.054

27

0.957

2.35

28

0.0261

11
18
11
20
10
20

*
-1.53

28

0.138

1.50

21

0.150

-1.80

30

0.0813

-3.08

30

0.0044

2.69

30

0.0116

10
17
6
20
12

20
12
20

*
12
20

-0.119

30

0.906

0.864

30

0.395

12
20

12
42

TABLE 2, CONTINUED

Delt Ecom (N)

Control
Drop

Phasing (⁰)

Control
Drop

Lower Back
Angle x (⁰)

Control
Drop

Lower Back
Angle y (⁰)

Control
Drop

Lower Back
Angle z (⁰)

Control
Drop

Initial Leg
Length (mm)

Control
Drop

0.000572+/0.00051
0.000430+/0.00066
24.3548+/5.5229
34.0235+/7.1301
124.349+/4.4261
128.573+/5.7141
(-)27.340+/2.0439
(-)18.747+/2.6386
(-)3.6040+/1.5240
(-)1.4081+/1.9674
0.052309+/0.00129
0.059581+/0.00162

20

0.170

30

0.866

1.072

30

0.292

-0.563

30

0.563

-2.57

30

0.152

12
20
10
20
12
20
12
20

*
-0.882

30

0.385

-0.351

29

0.0015

12
19
12

*
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